Thermal Characterization of GaN-on-Diamond Substrates for HEMT Applications
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ABSTRACT

High-power operation of AlGaN/GaN high-electron-mobility transistors (HEMTs) requires efficient heat removal through the substrate. GaN composite substrates including high-thermal-conductivity diamond are promising, but high thermal resistances at the interfaces between the GaN and diamond can offset the benefit of a diamond substrate. We report on measurements of the thermal resistances at the GaN-diamond interfaces for two generations (1st and 2nd) of GaN-on-diamond substrates using a combination of picosecond time-domain thermoreflectance (TDTR) and nanosecond transient thermoreflectance (TTR) techniques. Two flipped-epitaxial samples are presented to determine the thermal resistances of the AlGaN/AlN transition layer. For the 2nd generation samples, electrical heating and thermometry in nanopatterned metal bridges confirms the TDTR results. This paper demonstrates that the latter generation samples, which reduce the AlGaN thickness by 75%, result in a strongly-reduced thermal resistance between the GaN and diamond. Further optimization of the GaN-diamond interfaces should provide an opportunity for improved cooling of HEMT devices.
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NOMENCLATURE

d thickness (nm)
k thermal conductivity (W m⁻¹ K⁻¹)
R thermal resistance (10⁻⁹ m² K W⁻¹)

Subscripts
ADH adhesion film
Al aluminum

I. INTRODUCTION

High-electron-mobility transistors (HEMTs) based on AlGaN/GaN are promising for high-power, high-frequency transistors and optoelectronic devices due to their high electron sheet charge densities and high electrical breakdown fields [1]. High-power operation exceeding 40 W/mm has been recently reported for a GaN-on-SiC configuration [2]. But localized device-level self-heating limits the peak power density and degrades device reliability [3]. The low thermal conductivity of the GaN buffer layer and the high thermal boundary resistances (TBRs) at interfaces in composite substrates impede efficient heat dissipation from the heated device region.

Integration of diamond films and composite diamond substrates within micrometers of active regions can be a compelling materials solution since polycrystalline diamond can have a thermal conductivity in the range 800-1800 W/mK [4], which is much higher than those of SiC substrate (~400 W/mK) and sapphire (~35 W/mK). Recent efforts have used chemical-vapor-deposited (CVD) diamond substrates for AlGaN/GaN HEMTs [4]-[7]. The AlGaN/GaN epitaxial layers were first grown on a Si substrate by metal–organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD), and then atomically attached to CVD polycrystalline diamond [4]. Another study reported AlGaN/GaN heterostructures grown on (111) single crystal diamond substrate by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) [8].

Thermal properties in diamond-based composite substrates have received much less attention. These composite substrates require careful attention to thermal resistances between the GaN and diamond, which can diminish the benefits of using the high conductivity material. Kuzmik et al. [9] used an optical transient interferometric mapping (TIM) technique to very approximately estimate the thermal resistance at the GaN-diamond interface for MBE-grown GaN on single crystalline diamond. These authors reported an upper bound (< 10 m²K/GW) for the interface resistance. But these authors [9] provided no explanation for this relatively low TBR at the GaN-diamond interface, and the quality of their GaN buffer was not assessed. Also, their previous work [10] on a GaN-on-SiC substrate showed that their TIM approach has a large degree of uncertainty for extracting TBR (± 50%).

In this study, we extract the thermal resistances between the GaN and diamond for two types of GaN-on-diamond substrates (1st and 2nd generation) at room temperature using a combination of picosecond time-domain thermoreflectance (TDTR) and nanosecond transient thermoreflectance (TTR) techniques. Independent DC Joule heating measurements involving nanopatterned bridges confirm the TDTR results for the latter generation samples. We compare the thermal resistances at the GaN-diamond interfaces between the two generations, and show a progress in reducing the GaN-diamond thermal interface resistance.

II. SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Fig. 1 illustrates the 1st and 2nd generation GaN-on-diamond substrates used in this study. The second generation targets a substantial reduction in thermal resistance by reducing the AlGaN transition layer thickness by approximately 75%. For both generations of samples, the
AlGaN/GaN heterostructure was grown on a Si substrate by metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD). Following the MOCVD growth, this wafer was front-side mounted to a sacrificial carrier, and the Si substrate was etched away. The remaining AlGaN/GaN layers were attached to polycrystalline diamond using disordered adhesion layer of thickness (~50 nm) as described previously [4]. The 1<sup>st</sup> generation GaN-on-diamond substrate has a 1200 nm-thick transition layer consisting of 600 nm Al<sub>0.5</sub>Ga<sub>0.5</sub>N and 600 nm AlN layer to reduce the effects of lattice mismatch between the substrate and the GaN buffer layer. The 2<sup>nd</sup> generation GaN-on-diamond substrates have a significantly reduced transition layer (~142 nm Al<sub>0.5</sub>Ga<sub>0.5</sub>N for sample A and 269 nm Al<sub>0.5</sub>Ga<sub>0.5</sub>N for sample B). During the fabrication steps, the rest of the transition layer was etched away. Cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images confirm the sample dimensions for both types of samples.

Picosecond TDTR thermometry is well-established for determining near-surface thermal conductivities and interface resistances in multilayer thin film structures [11]-[14]. A passively mode-locked Nd:YVO4 laser with an 82 MHz repetition rate generates 9.2 ps pulses at wavelength λ=1064 nm. A beamsplitter separates these pulses into pump and probe components. The frequency-doubled pump beam, modulated by an electro-optic modulator (EOM) for lock-in detection, deposits heat in the metal transducer. The probe beam is temporally delayed from the pump via a linear delay stage, and the beam determines the reflectivity of the transducer film. For small temperature rises, the reflected intensity measures the surface temperature decay over 3.5 ns [15]. A 3-D radial symmetric heat diffusion solution for the multilayer stack is fitted to the normalized temperature decay to extract the properties of films beneath the metal transducer [11]. We validate system accuracy by extracting a thermal conductivity of 1.38 ± 0.05 W/mK for a SiO<sub>2</sub> calibration sample.

Nanosecond TTR thermometry uses longer timescales to investigate average transport properties within the material stack [16]. 6 ns pulses from a high power YAG laser heat the metal transducer, while another DC laser monitors the transient temperature rise at the surface for several microseconds after the pulse. An analytical heat transfer model assumes 1-D heat conduction since the pump beam waist is significantly larger than the thermal diffusion depth during the measurement.

DC Joule heating thermometry helps investigate and verify the thermal properties of the GaN-diamond interface. We fabricated gold nanohotors with widths varying from 50 nm to 5 µm on top of the sample stack using e-beam photolithography. The electrical thermometry captures the temperature by measuring the electrical resistance change in the nanohotors. Different heater widths spatially confine the heat to a certain depth into the sample stack, yielding optimal sensitivity to different layers and interfaces. The temperature rise is measured by monitoring the voltage across the heater bridge. Since the temperature coefficient of resistivity (TCR) of Au is dependent on film thickness partly due to the electron scattering at film boundaries, a calibration is performed before each measurement. Data is fitted using a multilayer heat diffusion model to determine the thermal properties of the underlying material.

For the 1<sup>st</sup> generation GaN-on-diamond substrate, picosecond TDTR measurement is not sensitive enough to probe the resistivity of the transition layer and the adhesion layer, since these layers are placed deep within the material stack. Thus, specialized samples were prepared using a flipped-epitaxy technique. For this sample geometry, the entire structure is flipped, with the flipped AlGaN/GaN heterostructure resting on a structure consisting of SiN<sub>x</sub> and polysilicon (Fig. 2). Etching through the transition layer offers access to the Al<sub>0.5</sub>Ga<sub>0.5</sub>N (Fig. 2a) and the AlN (Fig. 2b) through direct probing with picosecond TDTR. For the flipped AlN sample, the sample processing method left an additional 57 nm of SiN<sub>x</sub> on the surface of the sample (Fig. 2b).

Fig. 1: Cross-sectional schematic drawings of the GaN-on-diamond substrates with representative cross-sectional TEMs near the adhesion layer: (a) 1<sup>st</sup> generation with a 1200 nm-thick Al<sub>0.5</sub>Ga<sub>0.5</sub>N/AlN transition layer and (b) 2<sup>nd</sup> generation with a significantly reduced transition layer.

Fig. 2: Cross-sectional schematic drawings of the flipped-epitaxial samples for (a) AlGaN transition layer and (b) AlN nucleation layer.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. 1st generation GaN-on-diamond substrate

For the 1st generation GaN-on-diamond substrate, the thermal resistances between the GaN and diamond (\(R_{\text{GaN-Diamond}}\)) consist of three components: the Al\(_{0.5}\)Ga\(_{0.5}\)N intrinsic resistance (\(R_{\text{AlGaN}}\)), AlN intrinsic resistance (\(R_{\text{AlN}}\)), and the thermal resistance of the adhesion layer (\(R_{\text{ADH}}\)): \(R_{\text{GaN-Diamond}} = R_{\text{AlGaN}} + R_{\text{AlN}} + R_{\text{ADH}}\). The intrinsic resistances of the AlGaN and the AlN are determined by measuring two flipped epitaxial samples with picosecond TDTR. Evaporated Al layers of 52 nm and 52.6 nm serve as the transducer for picosecond TDTR measurements on the flipped AlGaN and AlN samples, respectively. We use nanosecond TTR to measure the thermal resistance of the adhesion layer of the 1st generation GaN-on-diamond substrate coated with 150 nm Cr/100 nm Ti.

Fig. 3 shows a representative TEM image and the thermal trace with the best analytical fit for the flipped Al\(_{0.5}\)Ga\(_{0.5}\)N sample. Data are fit assuming a semi-infinite behavior of the Al\(_{0.5}\)Ga\(_{0.5}\)N transition layer since the thermal diffusion depth of 457 nm in the layer at 5 MHz pump modulation frequency is smaller than the layer thickness. The measurement is sensitive to the TBR between the Al transducer and Al\(_{0.5}\)Ga\(_{0.5}\)N layer (\(R_{\text{Al-AlGaN}}\)), and to the thermal conductivity of the Al\(_{0.5}\)Ga\(_{0.5}\)N layer (\(k_{\text{AlGaN}}\)). At room temperature, we find \(k_{\text{AlGaN}} = 16.6 \pm 3.2 \text{ W/m/K}\) and \(R_{\text{Al-AlGaN}} = 21 \pm 2.3 \text{ mK/GW}\). The error bars are due to uncertainty in the Al transducer thickness (\(d_{\text{Al}} = 52.0 \pm 4.5 \text{ nm}\)).

![Fig. 3: (a) Representative cross-sectional TEM and (b) thermal trace with data fit for flipped AlGaN transition layer.](image)

Daly et al. [17] used TDTR thermometry to extract Al\(_{x}\)Ga\(_{1-x}\)N thermal conductivity values that varied with the Al mass fraction (\(x\)) and temperature. At room temperature, these authors [17] found that the thermal conductivity of the polycrystalline Al\(_{0.4}\)Ga\(_{0.6}\)N film grown by MOCVD on a sapphire substrate was around 6 W/mK, which is smaller than the measured thermal conductivity of the examined Al\(_{0.5}\)Ga\(_{0.5}\)N film in this study. Liu et al. [18] did a similar study to measure the Al\(_{x}\)Ga\(_{1-x}\)N thermal conductivities using the 3o method. They measured the thermal conductivity of the Al\(_{0.5}\)Ga\(_{0.5}\)N film grown by hydride vapor-phase epitaxy (HVPE) on a c-plane sapphire substrate. Their measured room-temperature thermal conductivity was 25 W/mK, which is somewhat larger than the room temperature data in the present manuscript. The differences could be due to the crystalline quality of the AlGaN alloy, which depends on growth processes and growth substrates.

![Fig. 4: (a) Representative cross-sectional TEM and (b) thermal trace with data fit for flipped AlN transition layer.](image)

Figure 4 illustrates a representative cross-sectional TEM image and the thermal trace with the best analytical fit for the flipped AlN sample. The measurement is sensitive to the TBR between the Al transducer and SiN layer (\(R_{\text{Al-SiN}}\)), to the thermal conductivity of the SiN layer (\(k_{\text{SiN}}\)), and to the thermal conductivity of the AlN layer (\(k_{\text{AlN}}\)). Since the TBRs between the layers (\(R_{\text{SiN-AlN}}\) and \(R_{\text{AlN-AlGaN}}\)) are convolved into \(k_{\text{SiN}}\) and \(k_{\text{AlN}}\), we can extract only the effective thermal conductivity of each layer. At room temperature, we find \(R_{\text{Al-SiN}} = 10.9 \pm 0.6 \text{ mK/GW}\), \(k_{\text{SiN}} = 2.2 \pm 0.4 \text{ W/m/K}\), and \(k_{\text{AlN}} = 30.5 \pm 5.0 \text{ W/m/K}\). The error bars are due to variation in the thickness of the Al transducer (\(d_{\text{Al}} = 52.6 \pm 5.0 \text{ nm}\)). Manoi et al. [19] used micro Raman thermometry to investigate thermal conductivity values of MOCVD-grown AlN nucleation layers for GaN-on-SiC substrates. They found that the AlN thermal conductivities range between 1.5 and 23 W/mK at room temperature depending on crystalline quality and thickness of the AlN nucleation layer. A general trend of increasing AlN thermal conductivity with thickness was observed in their work, from an average of 2.2 W/mK for 40 nm-thick layers to 14.3 W/mK for 200 nm-thick layers. Their maximum AlN thermal conductivity...
conductivity of 23 W/mK for a 200 nm-thick layer is comparable to our value of 30.5 W/mK, considering that the AlN has better crystalline quality with increasing layer thickness.

Nanosecond TTR measurement determines the room temperature thermal resistance of the adhesion layer ($R_{ADH}$) in the 1st generation GaN-on-diamond substrate. The measurement is sensitive to the effective thermal conductivity ($k_{eff}$) of the lumped stack, which includes a 20 nm HEMT layer, an 800 nm GaN buffer and a 1200 nm transition layer, and to the thermal resistance of the adhesion layer ($R_{ADH}$). The best analytical fit to the measured data yields an effective thermal conductivity of $\sim 18.1 \pm 6.5$ W/mK. $R_{ADH}$ is estimated to be $52 \pm 15$ m$^2$/K/GW. The large uncertainties in $R_{ADH}$ (30%) are due to the following factors: (a) the complexity of the structure and oversimplification in thermal modeling, (b) spatial variations in thermal conductivity across various layers and (c) the presence of multiple interfaces.

B. 2nd generation GaN-on-diamond substrate

Picosecond TDTR measurements are performed on the two 2nd generation GaN-on-diamond substrates (Sample A and B) to extract the thermal resistances between the GaN and diamond. Table I summarizes sample dimensions, which were confirmed by cross-sectional TEM images. The thermal resistances between the GaN and diamond ($R_{GaN-Diamond}$) consist of two components: the $Al_{0.5}Ga_{0.5}N$ intrinsic resistance ($R_{AlGaN}$) and the thermal resistance of the adhesion layer ($R_{ADH}$): $R_{GaN-Diamond} = R_{AlGaN} + R_{ADH}$. Here, the intrinsic resistance of the adhesion layer and the TBRs at its boundaries are lumped into a single resistance ($R_{ADH}$).

TABLE I. Geometries and thicknesses for the 2nd generation GaN-on-Diamond substrates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>GaN thickness [nm]</th>
<th>$Al_{0.5}Ga_{0.5}N$ thickness [nm]</th>
<th>Adhesion layer thickness [nm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>828</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>3-42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>848</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>38-55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The measurements aim at extracting the thermal resistances of the adhesion layer ($R_{ADH}$) in both samples. To accurately determine these values, all other thermal parameters must be known. The electrical thermometry determines the thermal conductivity of the GaN buffer layer. The narrow heaters (50 - 80nm) confine the heat within the top layers, so that the temperature rise in the heater is most sensitive to the thermal conductivity of the GaN. This measurement yields $k_{GaN} = 90$ W/mK. For the thermal conductivity of the $Al_{0.5}Ga_{0.5}N$ film, we utilize our measurement of the flipped sample (Section A). The diffuse mismatch model (DMM) [20], [21] predicts the GaN/AlGaN TBR to be 0.8 m$^2$/K/GW. Small variations in the GaN/AlGaN TBR have little influence on the data extraction.

Table II summarizes all the measured values in both samples. Picosecond TDTR measurements determine that the thermal resistances of the adhesion layer range from 17 to 42 m$^2$/K/GW. Further, we find the TBRs between the Al transducer and GaN buffer layer ($R_{Al-GaN}$) to be 10.6 ± 1.2 m$^2$/K/GW for sample A and 10.2 ± 1.2 m$^2$/K/GW for sample B. The uncertainty bars in these results are due to the effects of the Al transducer thickness ($d_{Al} = 51.0 \pm 3.5$ nm). We perform DC Joule heating measurements on the same samples to verify the TDTR results. Wider heaters generate heat that penetrates deep into the layer stack and capture the adhesive thermal resistance. The measured thermal resistances at room temperature agree with the TDTR results within uncertainties.

Table II. Thermal resistance of adhesion layer for the 2nd generation GaN-on-Diamond substrates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement technique</th>
<th>$R_{ADH, A}$ [m$^2$/K/GW]</th>
<th>$R_{ADH, B}$ [m$^2$/K/GW]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Picosecond TDTR</td>
<td>27 ± 10</td>
<td>31 ± 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC Joule heating</td>
<td>25 ± 11</td>
<td>29 ± 12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The thermal resistances between the GaN and diamond ($R_{GaN-Diamond}$) are measured for both 1st and 2nd generation GaN-on-diamond substrates, using a combination of picosecond TDTR and nanosecond TTR techniques. Table III summarizes all the measurements for both 1st and 2nd generation samples. For the 1st generation samples, picosecond TDTR measurements on the two flipped-epitaxial samples determine the thermal conductivities of the AlGaIn and AlN film ($k_{AlGaN}$ and $k_{AdH}$). Nanosecond TTR measurement extracts the thermal resistance of the adhesion layer ($R_{ADH}$). For the 2nd generation samples, the thermal resistances of the adhesion layer ($R_{ADH}$) in two samples are extracted using picosecond TDTR. Independent DC Joule heating measurements on the same samples confirm the TDTR results. Utilizing $k_{AlGaN}$ taken from the measurement on the flipped AlGaIn sample, we determine the intrinsic resistance of the AlGaIn layer.

TABLE III. Thermal resistances between GaN and diamond for both 1st and 2nd generation GaN-on-diamond substrates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$R_{AlGaN}$ [m$^2$/K/GW]</th>
<th>$R_{ADH}$ [m$^2$/K/GW]</th>
<th>$R_{ADH}$ [m$^2$/K/GW]</th>
<th>$R_{GaN-Diamond}$ [m$^2$/K/GW]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st gen</td>
<td>36 ± 8</td>
<td>20 ± 4</td>
<td>52 ± 15</td>
<td>108 ± 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample A</td>
<td>9 ± 2</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>30 ± 10</td>
<td>36 ± 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd gen, Sample A</td>
<td>16 ± 4</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>31 ± 11</td>
<td>47 ± 15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As Table III shows, the 2nd generation GaN-on-diamond substrates have significantly reduced GaN-diamond thermal interface resistances, which are less than half of that of the 1st generation samples. We can achieve a more reduced GaN-diamond thermal interface resistance by further etching the residual AlGaIn layer. Recent simulation work has shown that the complete removal of the 1 µm transition layer reduces the temperature rise of the GaN-on-diamond configuration by up to 50% [22]. In the simulation, these authors have demonstrated that HEMT-on-diamond with a GaN-diamond thermal interface resistance of < 30 m$^2$/K/GW can outperform HEMT-on-SiC even with zero GaN-SiC thermal interface resistance in terms of device temperature rise [22]. Therefore,
a further reduction in the GaN-diamond thermal interface resistance should be achieved and should eventually enhance cooling of HEMT-on-diamond devices.
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